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SECTION - A
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In simple harmonic motion the displacement of a particfe in one time period is

f\4oment of inertia x Angular vefocity equaf to
write down the expression for excess pressure inside a riquid drop.
What is flexural rigidity ?

write down the differentiar equation for wave motion.
{5x1-5}

SECTION - B
(Answer any 4 questions, each carries 2 marks.)
6. Define poisson,s ratio.

7' Define quafity factor associated wiih damped harmonic oscirfator.
8. What is surface energy ?

.9. Draw the energy diagram of simple harmonic motion.
10" Define torque' write the relation between torque and angurar momentum.11' what is criticaf velocity ? write the expression for it. 

{4x2=g}
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12. Given a2m length of steel wire with i mm diameter, how much will the urire

stretch under a 5 kg load ? (Given Y of steel = 2O x 1010 Pa)

the hoop.

a) What is the moment of inertia abaut the axis ?

b) What is the angutar momentum about the same axis ?

16. Calculatd the frequency, period and wave number of light waves of wavelength
o

5000 A. {3x3=9}

SECTION * D

(Answer any 2 questions, each carries 5 marks.)

17. Derive an expression for bending moment of a beam.

18" State the theorems on moment of inertia. Hence derive an expression for

moment of inertia of thin rod and circular disc.

19. $et up the differential equation for simple harmonic motion and obtain the

. expression for displacement.

20. Derive an expression lor the velocity of a transverse wave in stretched string.

i2x5=10)


